
CASE STUDY 1 OBJECTIVE: 

The objective of this assignment is to test your ability to apply ethical reasoning to a real-world 
media situation. Two of the most important theories we have covered so far will be used here. 
Your familiarity with these theories will be displayed by how well you use them and how you 
explain (justify) your reasoning. This is essentially a public relations case; however, you do not 
necessarily need to be familiar with PR to come up with an ethical solution to the case. 

SERIOUS SPEECHES POSE A SERIOUS PROBLEM FOR A SPEECHWRITER: A CASE OF 
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

You are communications director for a city councilwoman, Marina McMannis, who is running 
for mayor of Bend, Oregon. She is a reference librarian at the community college, noted for her 
promotion of sustainable development and support of the arts. You are proud to be working for 
her and sincerely feel Bend would benefit from her leadership and values. 

The main public relations challenge you have with Marina is that she is overwhelmingly serious, 
which makes her come across as dry and a bit dull. On the other hand, her Republican opponent, 
Lloyd Thompson, the current mayor, is quite charismatic and has been a successful businessman 
in Bend for many years. Marina’s platform poses significant challenges to Mayor Thompson’s 
business as usual stance on city management and planning. 

Since the beginning of the campaign Marina has insisted on writing her own speeches and relied 
on you just for publicity. Her speeches, while filled with important content and good points, are 
not getting good results, as she cannot keep the audience’s attention because her delivery is dry. 
You sat her down last week and told her the hard truth about her presentation weaknesses and 
poll results. You suggested we hire a public speaking coach and tell her you would like to take a 
stab at writing her remaining speeches to improve their audience appeal. Knowing her stance on 
the issues like the back of your hand, you wrote her a speech to deliver to the local teacher’s 
union tomorrow. You, she and the public speaking coach begin working on her presentation 
together. Marina expresses her discomfort with some of the ideas the coach has for being more 
“expressive” and some of the humorous commentary you added to spice up her speech. She 
explains that serious issues deserve serious speeches and wants to go with her traditional speech. 

You are afraid that she will not win this challenging election if she continues to deliver the 
serious speeches that are natural for her personality. And you know that Bend will be much better 
off with Marina as Mayor, and even if they find her a bit boring, they will appreciate her 
leadership and high ethical principles—but she has to be likeable enough to get elected first. So 
you are torn between letting her “be herself” and sacrificing the election. The election campaign 
is heating up as you have your first town hall meeting this weekend and a debate with Thompson 
the following week. How should you proceed in advising Marina as her Communications 
Director? 

Don’t automatically assume your job is to win her over to your idea. You must consider both her 
side and yours in analyzing this case. 

QUESTIONS: 

Before you answer the questions below (and included as a written part of this assignment): 

• State in one or two sentences what the potential ethical problem is. It’s the ethical aspect of the 
issue that we’re dealing with here. 



• Define your moral claimants using Ross’s prima facie duties. (See pp. 25-27 in  the text.) Use 
only those that apply to this case. You will need to consider both your claimants as a 
communications director and those of your client. Remember, a claimant is someone you owe 
an obligation to. It is not the obligation itself. 

 

Now, answer the following questions: (Note: In most of the questions below, there is no need to 
define the theories you are using. We will know whether you understand them or not by how you 
apply them.) 

1. What guidance can you get from both Kantian theory and Utilitarian theory on this case? On 
what points do they differ and on what points do they agree as applied to this case?  

2. Most ethical issues relate to promoting truth and avoiding harm? How do these principles 
apply in this case? You should reference both Kantian and Utilitarian concepts on these 
principles, and be specific.  

3. How does ghostwriting fit into this dynamic of promoting truth and avoiding harm? (See pp. 
119-120 in the text.) What ethical principles of ghostwriting most apply as either strengths or 
potential weaknesses in this case?  

4. What exactly is your professional obligation to Marina as your client? (See pp. 42-46 in the 
text.) Specifically, how might the Fiduciary model apply in this case? 

5. As a professional, what specific advice do you end up giving to Marina as far as how to 
proceed with the communications portion of the campaign, and how do you ethically justify 
this—not only as a hired advisor, but also as a media professional?  

DIRECTIONS: ! 

Your finished paper should be approximately 1200 to1400 words—roughly four to five pages, 
double spaced. However, if you seriously under-write, points will be deducted. 

You should write in complete sentences with your answers numbered per the case study 
questions. You may use bulleted lists where appropriate, especially in defining your moral 
claimants; however, grammar and style count. Proofread carefully before submitting your paper, 
and use the accompanying grammar and style sheet. If you make an error covered specifically on 
the style sheet, you will receive a 5-point reduction from your overall grade. 

Submitting your paper: 

Submit it via the instructions you can download from the same place on the course calendar 
where you found this case study. Make sure you submit your file in Microsoft Word format (or 
check with the instructor for compatible programs). DO NOT submit PDF files. Title your file 
with your last name and first initial ONLY. Failure to follow these instructions will result in 
a 5-point reduction from your overall grade. 

Finally, do not ask us to read a draft before submitting. It’s an unfair advantage to others and is 
basically the equivalent of grading your paper twice. However, we are willing to answer general 
questions and provide guidance. Just ask. 


